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The Traveler S Gift
Before David Ponder ever visited Truman in "The
Traveler's Gift," Michael Holder began his journey as
the last young traveler to receive the unique gifts of
wisdom offered by historical greats. Rewritten to
engage the minds of teens and tweens, "The Young
Traveler's Gift" encourages and enlightens young
adults as they prepare to face the journeys that lie
ahead.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most
sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at
times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews
of "The Traveler's Gift: Seven Decisions that
Determine Personal Success." Don't say we didn't
warn you: these reviews are known to shock with
their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be
startled by their biting sincerity; others may be
spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't
buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2.
You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes.
3. You've heard it all.
*Coming Soon the Continuation of David Ponder’s
Story in The Traveler’s Summit* What makes the
difference between failure and success? A New York
Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and
Publisher’s Weekly bestseller, The Traveler’s Gift
offered a modern-day parable of one man’s choices.
Only a few months ago, David Ponder was a
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successful executive. Now he’s a desperate man. In
times of great uncertainty, we need divine wisdom.
Many of the greatest minds in history overcame
personal struggles and adversity, and they emerged
the stronger for it. What guidance would iconic
heroes, such as Abraham Lincoln, King Solomon,
and Anne Frank, give us today in our ever-changing
climate of world events? Join David Ponder in The
Traveler’s Summit on his incredible journey to
discover the Seven Decisions for Success that can
turn any life around, no matter how hopeless a
situation may seem. The Traveler’s Gift became
required reading for some of America’s high schools
and a “life skills” tool for members of several college
sports teams as well as some MLB and NFL
franchises. Discover with David Ponder that attitude
makes the difference between success and failure.
An anthology of essays and short stories exploring
the ways birds enrich our lives from contributors
such as Kenn Kaufman, Peter Dunne, Alice Walker,
and Louise Eldrich
Book One
Just Jones
Mastering the Seven Decisions That Determine
Personal Success
A Story of Second Chances
The Complete Guide to Restoring Trust in Your
Relationship
"I Love You, But I Don't Trust You"
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The Timepiece

Did you know that what you do today can change the
world forever? The Boy Who Changed the World opens
with a young Norman Borlaug playing in his family’s
cornfields with his sisters. One day, Norman would grow
up and use his knowledge of agriculture to save the lives of
two billion people. Two billion! Norman changed the
world! Or was it Henry Wallace who changed the world?
Or maybe it was George Washington Carver? This
engaging story reveals the incredible truth that everything
we do matters! Based on The Butterfly Effect, Andy’s
timeless tale shows children that even the smallest of our
actions can affect all of humanity. The book is beautifully
illustrated and shares the stories of Nobel Laureate
Norman Borlaug, Vice President Henry Wallace, Inventor
George Washington Carver, and Farmer Moses Carver.
Through the stories of each, a different butterfly will
appear. The book will end with a flourish of butterflies and
a charge to the child that they, too, can be the boy or girl
who changes the world.
Everyone knows the legend of jolly old St. Nick, but did
you ever wonder what he does during the rest of the year?
Imagine for a moment that you could be sent back in time
to witness the life of any historical figure. The Traveler's
Best Seller is a fiction novel about a humble school teacher
who gets that opportunity. Having already suffered great
loss and now facing a terminal cancer diagnosis, he
embraces a bizarre "travel" opportunity offered by an
unorthodox trio who seem unusually interested in fulfilling
his dying wishes. It begins as a very human struggle with
his fate, and plunges deeper into an odyssey of heart and
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soul as he surrenders to the adventure, eagerly returning
to his classroom to share his newfound knowledge with his
increasingly engaged students. This book is a reminder to
live your life without fear or the limitations and
insecurities brought on by worrying about what others
think. It will challenge how you feel about dying and
dreaming, about your purpose, and about love and living
in the here and now. This is a must read for teachers,
students, and anyone facing mortality issues through
cancer or the untimely loss of a loved one.
This thought-provoking guided journal helps readers of all
ages toreach their full potential using seven simple keys to
success. David Ponder lost his job, his confidence, and his
will to live. Andjust when it seemed that things couldn't get
worse, they did-something most ofus can relate to at some
point in our life. But a divine adventure leads toencounters
with seven of history's most inspirational characters-such
as AnneFrank, Abraham Lincoln, and Christopher
Columbus-leaving a glimpse of life'sbigger picture and
seven keys with which to confront the future with
success.Now in guided journal format, you too can take a
closer look at theseinvaluable revelations for reaching your
full potential, no matter thecircumstances.
The Crash Course For Mastering Your Life Right Now
Tales from Sawyerton Springs
A Quest to Find the One Principle That Will Save
Humanity
The Traveler's Summit
20,000 Days and Counting
The Traveler's Gift
100 Provocative Statements about the Traveler's Gift
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Mastering the Seven Decisions guides readers to a
profound understanding of how to fully integrate seven
life-changing Decisions into their daily lives. The
Responsible Decision: The buck stops here. I accept
responsibility for my past. I am responsible for my
success. I will not let my history control my destiny. The
Guided Decision: I will seek wisdom. The Active
Decision: I am a person of action. The Certain Decision: I
have a decided heart. Criticism, condemnation, and
complaint have no power over me. The Joyful Decision:
Today I will choose to be happy. The Compassionate
Decision: I will greet this day with a forgiving spirit. The
Persistent Decision: I will persist without exception.
Fourteen-year-old Holly Starcross knows two lives: six
years with Dad and Mum; then eight years with a
divorced family. Maybe happiness is in the stars, but first
Holly must make some wrenching choices. This is
thoughtful and introspective coming-of-age fiction that
hits home and heart.
The Traveler’s Summit explores the historically proven
principles that have guided our greatest leaders for
centuries, and how we might restore these principles in
our own lives…before it’s too late. Dave Ponder is back,
and this time, the fate of civilization may be in his hands.
Centuries of greed, pride, and hate have sent humankind
hurtling toward disaster, far from our original purpose.
There is only one solution that can reset the compass
and right the ship, and that answer is only two words.
With time running out, it’s up to David Ponder and a cast
of history’s best and brightest minds to uncover this
solution before it is too late. The catch? They are allowed
only five tries to solve the ominous challenge. Readers
first encountered David Ponder in the New York Times
bestseller The Traveler’s Gift. Now, in The Traveler’s
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Summit, Andrews combines a riveting narrative with
astounding history to show us the one thing we must do
when we don’t know what to do. Released in a previous
edition as The Final Summit.
Keep walking. This may be the day your Jericho walls
come down. We all face them. Strongholds with a strong
hold on our lives. Roadblocks to our joy. Obstacles in
our marriages. Fortresses of fear blocking us from peace.
How can we bring down these walls that keep us from the
future God promises? Remember the story of Joshua
and the battle of Jericho? Those were some formidable
foes and big barriers. Max Lucado says the book of
Joshua is in the bible to remind us of one thing: God
Fights For Us! We can overcome, because He has
already overcome. We were not made to stand in the
shadow of our walls and quake. We were made to stand
on top of Jericho's rubble and conquer. We win, because
God's already won. Need a new battle plan for life? Keep
walking, keep believing. These may be your Glory Days.
The Remarkable Sequel to The Traveler’s Gift
A Novel
A Story of the One Principle That Frees the Human Spirit
Why the Truth Matters More Than You Think
The Traveler's Best Seller
True Encounters with Avian Spirits
. A work of both scholarship and imagination. The Lost
Choice is a legend of personal discovery—a reminder of the
opportunities we each are given. When a young boy finds a
mysterious object in the creek near his home, it starts a
series of events that could change the world—again. Many
search for the ancient relic's secret, but few find its truer
purpose. What choices will each make—or lose?
Discover your leadership voice and unlock your potential to
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influence others 5 Voices is the code for unlocking your
capacity to have honest conversations and build deeper,
more authentic relationships with your teams, your families
and your friends. In order to lead others effectively, we
need a true understanding of ourselves, our natural
tendencies and patterns of behavior. In learning what your
leadership voice sounds like to others, you will discover
what it feels like to be on the other side of your personality,
as well as how to hear and value others' voices, namely the
Pioneer, the Connector, the Creative, the Guardian, and the
Nurturer. Once you understand your own leadership voice,
you'll discover how best to communicate with each of the
other voices, which will transform your communication at
every level of relationship, both personal and professional.
In mastering the 5 Voices of leadership, you will increase
your emotional intelligence, allowing you to gain a
competitive advantage as a leader. You will also be
equipped with a simple, easy to remember vocabulary that,
when shared, has a track record for decreasing the drama,
misunderstanding and miscommunication in all spheres of
influence. Are you focused on relationships, values, and
people? Or are you oriented more toward tradition, money,
and resources? Do you know how others hear your voice?
Do you appreciate the contributions of others on your team?
This book will help you identify your natural leadership
style, and give you a framework for leveraging your
strengths. Find your foundational leadership voice Learn to
hear and value the voices of others Know yourself before
leading others Connect and communicate well with team,
family and friends All five leadership voices come with their
own particular set of strengths, and all have areas for
growth. Understanding both sides of the equation is the key
to taking your leadership to the next level and is the secret
to increasing your ability to influence your team, family and
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friends. 5 Voices is a simple key which unlocks complicated
relational dynamics and improves the health and alignment
of all your relationships.
A miracle drug that saves millions suddenly backfires,
threatening to end human life on earth. It's up to four
teenagers and a time traveler to find a solution before it's
too late. Supreme Pharmaceuticals designs and
manufactures Enoxadin, a drug that coats the inner walls of
arteries and prevents heart attacks and strokes. The
medicine, taken by everyone over twenty-years old, works
wonders for decades until it interacts with a new virus and
starts killing the population it's meant to protect. Brent, a
scientist from the future, journeys to the past to find four
teenagers and warn them of what will befall an
unsuspecting populace. Armageddon is coming, and failure
isn't an option-these young adults have to find a way to
save the lives of billions, rescuing them from a horrific and
unanticipated disaster. Ordinary young people with a
surprising mission race against time in The Traveler's
Secret, the first volume in The Traveler series, by Dr. L. Jan
Eira. Fast-paced, with multiple twists and surprises, this
young adult fantasy novel is full of heart and suspense.
How do you get away with the murder of 11 million people?
The answer is simple—and disturbing. You lie to them.
Learn how you can become an informed, passionate citizen
who demands honesty and integrity from your leaders in
this updated and expanded edition of the original New York
Times bestselling book. In this updated and expanded
nonpartisan New York Times bestselling book, Andy
Andrews emphasizes that seeking and discerning the truth
is of critical importance, and that believing lies is the most
dangerous thing you can do. You’ll be challenged to become
a more careful student of the past, seeking accurate, factual
accounts of events that illuminate choices our world faces
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now. By considering how the Nazi German regime was able
to carry out over eleven million institutional killings between
1933 and 1945, Andrews advocates for an informed
population that demands honesty and integrity from its
leaders and from each other. This thought-provoking book
poses questions like: What happens to a society in which
truth is absent? How are we supposed to tell the difference
between the “good guys" and the “bad guys”? How does
the answer to this question affect our country, families,
faith, and values? Does it matter that millions of ordinary
citizens aren't participating in the decisions that shape the
future of our country? Which is more dangerous: politicians
with ill intent, or the too-trusting population that allows such
people to lead them? This is a wake-up call: we must
become informed, passionate citizens or suffer the
consequences of our own ignorance and apathy. We can no
longer measure a leader’s worth by the yardsticks provided
by the left or the right. Instead, we must use an unchanging
standard: the pure, unvarnished truth.
Sometimes You Find Perspective, and Sometimes
Perspective Finds You
Travel Smart for Any Trip
A Life-Changing List
Book 1 of the Traveler's League
Seven Decisions That Determine Personal Success
Sometimes, all a person needs is a little perspective
Sometimes a Thing Is Impossible . . . Until It Is Actually Done
(A Noticer Book)

While digging up a withering wax myrtle
tree beside his waterfront home on the Gulf
coast, author Andy Andrews unearths a
rusted metal container filled with Nazi
artifacts and begins an intriguing
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investigation that unlocks an unspoken past
that took place in his backyard . . . literally .
. . . . . In the summer of 1942, as the
country gears up for a full-scale
commitment to WWII, German subs are
dispatched to the Gulf of Mexico to sink U.S.
vessels carrying goods and fuel for the war.
While taking a late-night walk along the
coastline, Helen Mason-recently widowed by
the realities of war-discovers the nearlifeless body of a German sailor. Enraged at
the site of Josef Landermann's uniform,
Helen is prepared to leave the lieutenant to
die when an unusual phrase, faintly uttered,
changes her mind. Set in a period
simmering with anger and suspicion, Island
of Saints offers the very real chronicle of a
small town preparing itself for the worst the
world has to offer. As cargo from torpedoed
ships begins to wash up on the beach, Josef
and Helen must reconcile their pasts in
order to create a future. Blending his
unique style of historical accuracy with
unparalleled storytelling, New York Times
best-selling author Andy Andrews offers a
tale of war, faith, and forgivenessilluminating the one principle that frees the
human spirit.
The Traveler’s Gift: Seven Decisions That
Determine Personal Success (2005) by Andy
Andrews is a self-help fable that follows the
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fictional character David Ponder on a
journey through time in which historical
figures teach him the keys to regaining
control of his life. After losing his job as an
executive at a chemical plant near Dallas,
Ponder no longer can support his wife and
ailing 12-year-old daughter… Purchase this
in-depth summary to learn more.
A unique blend of historical fact and
engaging fiction showing the power of
forgiveness. While digging up a withering
wax myrtle tree beside his waterfront home
on the Gulf coast, author Andy Andrews
unearths a rusted metal container filled
with Nazi artifacts and begins an intriguing
investigation that unlocks an unspoken past
that took place in his backyard . . . literally.
In 1942, as the country gears up for a fullscale commitment to WWII, German subs
are dispatched to the Gulf of Mexico to sink
U.S. vessels carrying goods and fuel. While
taking a late-night walk, Helen Masonwidowed by war-discovers the near-lifeless
body of a German sailor. Enraged at the site
of Josef Landermann's uniform, Helen is
prepared to leave him to die when an
unusual phrase, faintly uttered, changes her
mind. Set in a period simmering with anger
and suspicion The Heart Mender offers the
very real chronicle of a small town
preparing itself for the worst the world has
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to offer. As cargo from torpedoed ships
begins to wash up on the beach, Josef and
Helen must reconcile their pasts to create a
future. Blending his unique style of
historical accuracy with unparalleled
storytelling, New York Times best-selling
author Andy Andrews offers a tale of war,
faith, and forgiveness illuminating the one
principle that frees the human spirit.
Previously released as Island of Saints, this
new edition includes a reader's guide and a
"Where Are They Now?" update on the reallife characters.
In Travelers Gift, this unique blend of
fiction, history, allegory, and inspiration
shares the story of one man who has lost
his will to live. But an encounter with seven
of history's most inspirational characters,
among them Anne Frank and Abraham
Lincoln, leaves him with seven bits of
wisdom with which to confront his future. In
Mastering the Seven Decisions, Andrews
guides readers to a profound understanding
of how to fully integrate seven life-changing
decisions into their daily lives.
A Story of Loss and Hope
Conversations
The Traveler's Playbook
World Edition
Trusting the God Who Fights for You
Holly Starcross
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Glory Days
It's not an adventure 'til something goes wrong.
That's what the Traveler's Code says. Hoops is a
normal kid with a boring life, but he craves
adventure and the chance to be a hero. On the way
home from school, a strange red-headed teenager
gives him a mysterious gift; an old timepiece. When
Hoops accidentally unlocks the magic of the
timepiece, he's whisked away and forced to travel
through twelve different worlds. If he can survive
the adventure, he'll be inducted into The Traveler's
League, an ancient order of brave children who
have all made their own journey with the
timepiece. Little does Hoops know that an evil
wizard, trapped in one of the worlds, will stop at
nothing to steal the timepiece and escape to the
other worlds, where his power can be unleashed
and he can carry out his revenge against the
Traveler's League.Can Hoops evade the wizard's
snares and become a member of the Traveler's
League?The Timepiece is Book 1 in The Traveler's
League Series. Take your child through a
fantastical journey full of loveable characters,
strange creatures, tense moments, and hard
decisions. Take the journey! Join the Traveler's
League!
The day for change is today and it's more simple
than you realize. Most people sleepwalk through
day-to-day life, passively letting time slip away.
Unfortunately, the only thing that can usually wake
people up to the intensity of life is impending
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death. But what if it didn't have to be that way?
20,000 Days presents breathtakingly simple
strategies and concepts that, once applied, will
enable readers to be 100% present and intentional
with every passing minute of every day, for the
rest of their lives. The book is designed to be read
in under an hour and the effect is immediate.
Within each segment are tactics for mastering
control for your life; principles such as: Motivation
is a myth You only have two choices, yes and no
How to conquer rejection forever How BECOMING
the problem will SOLVE all your problems Three
sentences that will change your life immediately
These timeless principles apply to everyone from
the pending graduate to the seasoned business
professional; from the time-starved parent to the
weary pastor to the restless entrepreneur. On the
20,000th day of his life, the author sent an email
that inspired and reminded a group of people of all
ages to live in the moment. This group now
includes you.
It's time to pack perfect. Every trip, every time.
Your journey starts here. When you travel, the
journey is just as important as the destination--and
packing is the first step. In How to Pack, Hitha
Palepu, a former consultant who has traveled more
than 500,000 cumulative miles around the world,
shows that what and how you pack are who you
are. Confidence and comfort inspire success upon
arrival, whether you're exploring a new city,
hoping to nail a job interview, or relaxing on a
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beach. In How to Pack, you'll learn about:
Power
Pieces vs. Fantasy Pieces: How clothing earns its
place in your suitcase
The Accessory Math
Secret: The precise formula for all you need to
finish off your outfits
Folding versus Rolling:
What's right for which items
Globetrotter
Gorgeous: Editing your beauty routine while still
looking great
The Packing Timeline: How to
avoid "I'm forgetting something" syndrome
Pack
Perfect Lists: Samples and blanks for any kind of
trip
At a low point in his forty-six-year-old life, David
Ponder finds himself traveling back in time to meet
with some of the wisest people in history in this
modern day parable of choice, success, and the
true meaning of life.
5 Voices
Summary of Andy Andrews’s The Traveler’s Gift
by Milkyway Media
Why You Really Should Sweat the Small Stuff
The Little Things
The Traveler
The Noticer Collection
Ancient Proverbs for Better Living

Beginning with Norman Borlaug and going
back to those who influenced him
directly or indirectly, shows how one
ordinary boy came to develop "super
plants" that helped save billions of
people from starvation.
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Liam loved his father’s stories of life
at sea. But one day, his father’s ship
doesn’t return, and Liam’s love of
stories fades. Then the Traveler, a
mysterious old man who spins stories
with a magical beard like a tapestry,
arrives, reminding Liam of his father.
They embark on the Traveler’s final
voyage together, and before the journey
ends, the Traveler passes on his
magical gift to Liam. Woven with themes
of loss, discovery, and friendship,
this poignant tale captures the
unexpected magic of shared stories and
refound hope.
A surprising, enlightening series of
conversations that shed new light on
the music and career of “our greatest
living composer” (New York Times) Steve
Reich is a living legend in the world
of contemporary classical music. As a
leader of the minimalist movement in
the 1960s, his works have become
central to the musical landscape
worldwide, influencing generations of
younger musicians, choreographers and
visual artists. He has explored nonWestern music and American vernacular
music from jazz to rock, as well as
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groundbreaking music and video pieces.
He toured the world with his own
ensemble and his compositions are
performed internationally by major
orchestras and ensembles. Now Reich
sits down with past collaborators,
fellow composers, and musicians
influenced by his work to reflect on
his prolific career as a composer as
well as the music that inspired him and
that has been inspired by him. Through
this series of insightful, wide-ranging
conversations about the highlights,
successes, and creative influences of
Reich’s work, we gain a compelling
glimpse into the career of “the most
original musical thinker of our time”
(New Yorker).
“The ultimate literary bucket list.”
—THE WASHINGTON POST Celebrate the
pleasure of reading and the thrill of
discovering new titles in an
extraordinary book that’s as
compulsively readable, entertaining,
surprising, and enlightening as the
1,000-plus titles it recommends.
Covering fiction, poetry, science and
science fiction, memoir, travel
writing, biography, children’s books,
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history, and more, 1,000 Books to Read
Before You Die ranges across cultures
and through time to offer an eclectic
collection of works that each deserve
to come with the recommendation, You
have to read this. But it’s not a
proscriptive list of the “great
works”—rather, it’s a celebration of
the glorious mosaic that is our
literary heritage. Flip it open to any
page and be transfixed by a fresh take
on a very favorite book. Or come across
a title you always meant to read and
never got around to. Or, like browsing
in the best kind of bookshop, stumble
on a completely unknown author and
work, and feel that tingle of
discovery. There are classics, of
course, and unexpected treasures, too.
Lists to help pick and choose, like
Offbeat Escapes, or A Long Climb, but
What a View. And its alphabetical
arrangement by author assures that
surprises await on almost every turn of
the page, with Cormac McCarthy and The
Road next to Robert McCloskey and Make
Way for Ducklings, Alice Walker next to
Izaac Walton. There are nuts and bolts,
too—best editions to read, other books
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by the author, “if you like this,
you’ll like that” recommendations , and
an interesting endnote of adaptations
where appropriate. Add it all up, and
in fact there are more than six
thousand titles by nearly four thousand
authors mentioned—a life-changing list
for a lifetime of reading. “948 pages
later, you still want more!” —THE
WASHINGTON POST
An Owner's Manual to the New York Times
Bestseller, The Traveler's Gift
The Gift of Birds
The Noticer Returns
1,000 Books to Read Before You Die
Seven Decisions that Determine Personal
Success
The Lost Choice
Traveler's Gift; Mastering the Seven
Decisions
Before David Ponder ever visited Truman in The
Traveler's Gift, Michael Holder began his journey as
the last young traveler to receive the unique gifts of
wisdom offered by historical greats. In his senior
year of high school, Michael hits rock bottom. Having
been caught in the wrong place at the wrong time,
he has now been suspended from the track team
and lost his college scholarship. His coach is angry,
his parents are disappointed, and he's diving
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headfirst into a downward spiral. Facing the bleak
future ahead, he sees no way out and wonders if life
is really worth living. But with some divine
intervention, he's given a second chance when he's
offered a once-in-a-lifetime journey of discovery.
Rewritten to engage the minds of teens and tweens,
The Young Traveler's Gift is sure to encourage and
enlighten young men and women as they prepare to
face the journeys that lie ahead.
Wall Street Journal Bestseller Have you ever
wondered why we spend so much time and energy
thinking about the big challenges in our lives when
all the evidence proves it’s actually the little things
that change everything? That’s right… Absolutely
everything. Little Things embodies Andy’s own
approach to life and work, detailing for the first time
some of the exclusive material that he uses to teach
and coach some of the most successful
corporations, teams, and individuals around the
world. In his unique humorous style, Andy shows
how people succeed by actually going against the
modern adage, “don’t sweat the small stuff”. By
contrast, Andy proves that it is in concentrating on
the smaller things that we add value and margin.
Discover a new perspective and a game plan for
meeting various challenges, such as: Managing life
in a society that seems to be constantly offended by
something or someone Creating change that is
permanent and not short term Dramatically
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increasing results by harnessing the fraction of
margin between second place and first
Understanding our spiritual connection with God and
how that affects planning and outcome Identifying
the very moment when asking the question why?
multiplies the success of an endeavor Recognizing
the smallest details that ensure the greatest success
The Traveler's Secret offers an ancient story of one
man's choices, and the principles that make the
difference between failure and success. In this fable
about following dreams, Michael V. Ivanov's latest
masterpiece reveals the journey of Agisillus, a
vagabond in ancient Gaul, and his extraordinary
encounter with a mysterious traveler. This book
reveals secrets to living an extraordinary and
purposeful life, amassing personal wealth, and
leaving a legacy that continues to sow seeds of life
into the world. It shares the ancient proverbs of the
wise and the foolish and teaches the universal laws
of prosperity. Author Michael V. Ivanov provides
concrete advice for living a wise and purposeful life.
The four scrolls: Scroll I The Cultivation Scroll II The
Burial Scroll III The Resurrection Scroll IIII The
HarvestOther books by Michael V. Ivanov: The
Mount of Olives: 11 Declarations to an Extraordinary
Life
The author of Too Good to Leave, Too Bad to Stay
provides a guide to restoring trust in a relationship
once it has been compromised and explains how to
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avoid common mistakes and regain confidence in
partnerships. Original. 40,000 first printing.
The Heart Mender
The Kid Who Changed the World
The Young Traveler's Gift
Sometimes, all a person needs is a little perspective.
The Traveler's Gift Journal
The Final Summit
How to Pack

From the bestselling author of The Traveler’s Gift
comes a two-book collection based on the remarkable
true story of “Jones,” a mysterious old man who
provides priceless lessons about love, life, and the
importance of perspective. In this two-book collection,
Andy Andrews introduces readers to Orange Beach,
Alabama, is a simple town filled with simple people.
But like all humans on the planet, the good folks of
Orange Beach have their share of
problems—marriages teetering on the brink of
divorce, young adults giving up on life, business
people on the verge of bankruptcy, as well as the
many other obstacles that life seems to dish out to
the masses. Fortunately in The Noticer, when things
look the darkest, a mysterious man named Jones has
a miraculous way of showing up. An elderly man with
white hair, of indiscriminate age and race, wearing
blue jeans, a white T-shirt and leather flip flops
carrying a battered old suitcase, Jones is a unique
soul. Communicating what he calls “a little
perspective,” he explains that he has been given a
gift of noticing things that others miss. “Your time on
this earth is a gift to be used wisely,” he says. “Don’t
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squander your words or your thoughts. Consider even
the simplest action you take, for your lives matter
beyond measure . . . and they matter forever.” Jones
speaks to that part in everyone that is yearning to
understand why things happen and what we can do
about it. As the story continues to unfold in The
Noticer Returns, Jones uses his unique talent of
noticing little things that make a big difference. And
these “little things” grant people a life-changing
gift—perspective. Along the way, families will be
united, financial opportunities will be created, and
readers will be left with powerfully simple solutions to
the everyday problems we all face. What starts as a
story of one person's everyday reality unfolds into the
extraordinary principles available to anyone looking
to create the life for which they were intended. This
collection will provide you with: A better
understanding of life’s challenges and proper
perspective for tackling them Practical yet powerful
methods of motivation, encouragement, and resolve
for those struggling A fresh and insightful perspective
on how people can change their view of the world,
find strength, and move beyond their problems
David Ponder is back—and this time, the fate of
mankind may be in his hands. This is humanity’s last
chance. Centuries of greed, pride, and hate have sent
mankind hurtling toward disaster, and far from its
original purpose. There is only one solution that can
reset the compass and right the ship—and that
answer is only two words. With time running out, it is
up to David Ponder and a cast of history’s best and
brightest minds to uncover this solution before it is
too late. The catch? They are allowed only five tries to
solve the ominous challenge. Readers first
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encountered David Ponder in the New York Times
bestseller The Traveler’s Gift. Now, in The Final
Summit, Andrews combines a riveting narrative with
astounding history in order to show us the one thing
we must do when we don’t know what to do. “Every
generation or so, God produces a person who can
communicate like no one else. His words are like cool
water to a thirsty civilization. Andy Andrews is one of
the best I have ever seen.” —Zig Ziglar, America’s #1
Motivator and Best-Selling author “Is it possible to mix
C. S. Lewis, Alfred Hitchcock, and Tony Robbins? The
Final Summit is a unique and powerful blend of
mystery and suspense and principles and emotional
fire. Wow! Bring your highlighter to this party. You’ll
want to remember every word!” —Hal Sutton, PGA
Champion
"A collection of 27 of the best stories that Andy
[Andrews] wrote for Country America magazine" -Cover.
Perspective is a powerful thing. Andy Andrews has
spent the past five years doing a double take at every
white-haired old man he sees, hoping to have just one
more conversation with the person to whom he owes
his life. Through a chance encounter at a local
bookstore, Andy is reunited with the man who
changed everything for him – Jones, also known as
“The Noticer.” As the story unfolds, Jones uses his
unique talent of noticing little things that make a big
difference. And these “little things” grant the people
of Fairhope, Alabama, a life-changing gift perspective. Along the way, families will be united,
financial opportunities will be created, and readers
will be left with powerfully simple solutions to the
everyday problems we all face. Through the lens of a
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parenting class at the Grand Hotel in Point Clear,
Alabama, Jones guides a seemingly random group to
ask specific questions inspired by his curious advice
that “You can’t believe everything you think.” Those
questions lead to answers for which people have been
searching for centuries: How do we begin to change
the culture in which we live? What is the key to
creating a life of success and value? What if what we
think is the end...is only the beginning? What starts as
a story of one person's everyday reality unfolds into
the extraordinary principles available to anyone
looking to create the life for which they were
intended.
The Boy Who Changed the World
How Do You Kill 11 Million People?
How to Communicate Effectively with Everyone You
Lead
The Traveler's Secret
Island of Saints
The Noticer
The Traveler's GiftSeven Decisions that Determine
Personal SuccessThomas Nelson
A New York Times Bestseller Your chance to
regroup, take a breath, and begin your life again
awaits in the simple wisdom and heartwarming story
of a man named Jones. Orange Beach, Alabama, is a
simple town filled with simple people. But like all
humans on the planet, the good folks of Orange
Beach have their share of problems—marriages
teetering on the brink of divorce, young adults giving
up on life, business people on the verge of
bankruptcy, as well as the many other obstacles that
life seems to dish out to the masses. Fortunately,
when things look the darkest, a mysterious man
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named Jones has a miraculous way of showing up.
Communicating what he calls “a little perspective,”
he explains that he has been given a gift of noticing
things that others miss. “Your time on this earth is a
gift to be used wisely,” he says. “Don’t squander your
words or your thoughts. Consider even the simplest
action you take, for your lives matter beyond
measure…and they matter forever.” The Noticer will
provide you with: A better understanding of life’s
challenges and proper perspective for tackling them.
Practical yet powerful methods of motivation,
encouragement, and resolve for those who have been
dealt “the bad hand.” A fresh and insightful
perspective on how people can change their view of
the world, find strength, and move beyond their
problems. The story of Jones continues in The Noticer
Returns, available now and Just Jones, releasing
September 8th, 2020.
Gabriel and Michael Corrigan are two young men
living just beneath the glittering surface of life in Los
Angeles. Since childhood, the brothers have been
shaped by stories that their father was a Traveler —
one of an elite group of prophets able to attain pure
enlightenment. The Corrigans, who may have
inherited their father’s gifts, have always lived “off
the grid” — that is, invisible to the intricate
surveillance networks that monitor people in our
modern world. Thousands of miles away, Maya is
attempting to lead a normal life in London. The
attractive twenty-six-year-old designer wants to
ignore the fact that she comes from a long lineage of
Harlequins — a band of warriors pledged to protect
the Travelers at all costs. When Maya is summoned
to Prague by her ailing father, she learns that Gabriel
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and Michael have just been located in California. The
brothers may represent the last surviving Travelers,
and are in desperate need of protection. Maya is
reluctant to be drawn into the solitary, destructive
life of her ancestors, but she has been trained to fight
since she was a young girl. Also searching for the
brothers is Nathan Boone, a disciplined mercenary
working for the Tabulas — ruthless men who are
determined to inflict order on the world by invisibly
controlling its population. Boone and the Tabulas
fear the power of the Travelers, and for generations
Tabulas have hunted them down. When Maya flies to
California in search of Gabriel and Michael Corrigan,
a colossal battle looms that will reveal a secret
history of our time. In this stunningly suspenseful
first novel, reminiscent of George Orwell and Philip
Pullman, John Twelve Hawks has created a vividly
imagined world that runs parallel to our own. Moving
at lightning speed from the back alleys of Prague to
the underworld of Los Angeles to a guarded research
facility in New York, The Traveler goes beneath the
surface to give us new insights on history and our
own lives.
From New York Times bestselling author Andy
Andrews comes the return of one of our favorite
characters: Jones, the Noticer, whose wise stories
have comforted and guided millions of readers. In
this third volume of The Noticer series, navigate the
hope that the impossible can come true. At 3:29 a.m.
on May 22, a telephone rings in Orange Beach,
Alabama. Breaking the sleepy silence, a hastily
whispered message heralds the news that readers
have been waiting on for seven years: Jones is back
in town. Apparently, however, he is also in jail. The
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old man is tight-lipped about the circumstances
surrounding his brief incarceration. After arriving to
bail him out, Andy is shocked to discover that his
trusted friend has already opened an unusual
business in one of the resort town’s most high-profile
shopping districts. As the town moves from spring to
summer, a practical joker is becoming bolder and
more inventive with every prank that is pulled. Could
Jones be behind some of it? Why? What’s the truth
about that four-hundred-pound table in his store?
And why does it look as if every person Jones meets
has a secret they will reveal only to him? Based on a
remarkable true story, Just Jones beautifully blends
fiction, allegory, and inspiration. With rare insight,
Andy and Jones take us on a journey that proves the
importance of perspective, the power of connection,
and the ability we all have to make the impossible
come true. Standalone fictional novel based on true
events Follows the character of Jones, a mysterious
elderly man with endless wisdom who appears
precisely when needed most Part of the bestselling
Noticer series Book 1: The Noticer Book 2: The
Noticer Returns Book 3: Just Jones
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